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ABSTRACT
Most existing systems detect events in broadcast team sports
video using only internal audio-visual features with limited
success. We found that there are many sources of external
knowledge such as the match reports and real time game log that
are widely available on newspapers and the web that can help in
detecting events. This paper proposes a scalable framework that
utilizes both internal AV features and various external
knowledge sources to detect events and identify their boundaries
from full-length match videos. Besides detecting events, the
framework is also capable of discovering detailed semantics and
answer questions regarding these semantics. In this way, the
framework supports diverse questions, including personalized
summarization. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the
framework using 3 full-length soccer matches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Content Analysis and Indexing]: abstracting methods,
indexing methods.

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation.

Keywords
Sports video, semantics, event detection, question answering.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sports video, a popular video genre having a large audience
base and good commercial potential, has been an active research
area for semantic analysis. Various sports have been studied,
including baseball [5], soccer [17], American football [16],
basketball [13], swimming [11], tennis [3], cricket [4], and
others. As a basic semantic entity, event means a series of
actions or a state with a distinct meaning. Event detection is to
locate the video segments that depict events, and preferably, to
identify the boundaries as well. A lot of research has been done
on event detection [7], which serves as the basis for annotation
[14], indexing [13], highlight generation [9] and summarization
[4].
Most current research focuses on analyzing the internal audiovisual (AV) features of video to detect events. Early efforts
attempted to infer events from patterns of physical features [4]
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or fixed scenes [18]. Bertini et al.[11], Assfalg [14] extended the
AV analysis approach by adopting the more rigorous “modelbased” approach that uses handcrafted domain-specific event
models to infer the occurrences of events. Similar deterministic
approaches were also applied in systems with features from
multi-modalities of: audio [12], videotext [7], and automatic
speech-to-text transcripts [9]. Model-based approaches have
been very successful in practice, as they are precise, easy to
implement and computationally efficient. However, models are
laborious to construct and are seldom reusable, and they are
unable to handle subtle events that do not have a distinct
physical appearance, such as yellow/red card events in soccer.
Because of these limitations, only a subset of events in a domain
can be detected using the model-based approach.
As we incorporate more features, model-based approach
becomes more inefficient and difficult to hand-craft. Machine
learning approach is naturally evolved to support fully
automated event detection. Zhou et al. [13] used decision tree to
model the domain knowledge of basketball in rules; while Han
et al. [5] utilized maximum entropy classifiers to find the most
suitable features and models for event detection. These methods
analyzed each shot independently, without taking into account
their sequential relationships. Assfalg et al. [15] recognized the
role of sequential relations, and modeled the event using
HMMs.
To boost robustness against variation in low-level features and
adaptability of event detection schemes, mid-level
representation were used in event detection. For example, Duan
et al. [3] used shot classes and audio keywords as mid-level
features.
In a broader interpretation, event detection can also be viewed
as the task of detecting different event structures together with
boundaries. Many works on structure analysis for soccer video
recognized two structures of the match: break-play. The
methods basically fell into three groups. Xu et al. [2] identified
structures by scene types (long, medium, and close-up) in a
deterministic way. Xie et al. [17] modeled each structure using
HMMs, and classified which model the structure belongs to.
Though single layer HMMs are successful in classifying a
candidate event, they cannot identify the structure’s boundaries.
Xu et al. [1] explored the use of hierarchical HMM (HHMM) to
detect events and reconstruct the temporal relations between
them; while Xie et al. [20] utilized HHMM to find the breakplay structures and their boundaries simultaneously in an
unsupervised manner.
A major trend in event detection is the intermodal collaboration
of video, audio and textual information. Sources for textual
information are videotext [7], ASR [9], closed caption text [10,
16, 19], and the web [10]. Most of these systems analyzed
closed caption text, with the help of audio and shot boundary
detection, to detect general events [16] and segment “live” play
of American football. Babaguchi et al. [10] analyzed several

modes of inter-modal collaborations, combining two or more
features of textual, visual, auditory, videotext and/or external
metadata from the web. With heavy reliance on closed caption
text, these systems cannot work in situations where text is not
available.
The above reviews show that most event detection systems
based on internal AV features have inevitable drawbacks.
Deterministic model-based approaches have problem with high
dimensionality in feature space; while learning-based methods
require a large number of training samples to cover all possible
situations. Due to their weaknesses, neither method could give
really satisfactory results over large test dataset. On the other
hand, Babaguchi et al. [10] suggested that the game logs (or
gamestats) given on the web can be utilized as cues to identify
events. In fact, besides game logs, there is a lot more
information available from diverse sources. It has different
levels of details about a particular event. All these information
sources should be leveraged to support semantic analysis of
sports video. To differentiate this kind of information from the
audio-visual signals contained inside the video sequence, we
call it external knowledge. We expect the external knowledge to
enhance the performance of event detection as some of the
sources, like game log, are both accurate and complete, although
they often lack boundary information.
The aim of this paper is to develop a scalable framework that
fuses internal AV features and multiple external knowledge
sources to detect events and identify their boundaries in
broadcast team sports video. In the ideal case when all external
knowledge sources are available, the framework should be able
to detect the full range of events and their boundaries with high
accuracy. As less external knowledge is available, the
framework should gracefully scale down its event detection
capabilities and accuracy. When no external knowledge is
available, the framework should be able to detect major events
using only internal AV features. In addition to event detection,
the framework also aims to support event question answering
and summarization over a wide range of event types and player
contributions. This is similar to video question answering
discussed in Yang et al. [21].
The main contribution of this paper is in developing and
demonstrating the effectiveness of a scalable event detection
framework incorporating both internal AV features and external
knowledge sources.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains
the event detection problem for soccer video. Section 3
describes the use of AV features and external knowledge to
detect events. Section 4 presents the experiment results. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Event Detection in Soccer Videos
2.1 Events and Event Models
In this paper we focus on soccer video, although our framework
is applicable to other team sports. The common characteristic in
all team sports is in manipulating a ball towards a target or goal
post, around where most interesting events take place. Therefore
activities near the goal post and far from it should be
differentiated with respect to semantic importance. In soccer,
the game can be grouped into 3 phases, representing different

stages of play towards scoring goals. The phases are: break,
draw, and attack, where
• Break – The match is not going on. It could be prior to start,
pause, or finish of match.
• Draw – No team is on the offense. It is also called “plain
play” in some papers.
• Attack – One team is on the offense, while the other team
defends.
Within the above three phases, a range of events take place. The
full range of important event types in soccer are: goal, save,
shot-off-target, penalty goal, penalty miss, free kick, corner
kick, yellow card, red card, throw-in, substitution, and offside.
This list is derived from game logs, web commentaries, match
reports, and studio reviews. Most event types are associated
with certain phases. Figure 1 depicts a hierarchical model for
event detection, by first structuring the whole match into phases
then detecting the events within particular phases. As dictated
by the property of the game, the majority of events are
associated with attack. Still, there is exception, like throw-in
may happen in multiple phases.
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Each event is in turn decomposed into a series of temporal
actions. Most actions have predicable patterns in the AV space,
like the action of scoring a goal is detected by distinct visual
sequence accompanied by excitement in commentator’s speech.
Most events can be modeled as a state-transition graph
comprising actions. For example, the event models for goal and
free-kick are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

2.2 External Knowledge for Event Detection
Most existing systems are based on AV features, which are
effective only in detecting events that have distinct physical
characteristics. Examples of such events are goals and attempton-goals. Hence most existing works focused on detecting such
events [11] [18].

AV features, however, are not effective for subtle events such as
yellow card, red card and offside, or events involving semantic
entities such as players. In addition, it is unable to differentiate
the importance of events within each event category. For
example, a foul event leading to a yellow card may be
considered as pivotal that changes the course of the whole
match. Such events can only be detected with the help of
additional knowledge.
Some typical sources of external knowledge are:
• match reports on the newspaper and web;
• reviews made in the studio between the halves and after the
whole match;
• live commentary on the web;
• real-time game logs on the web, like what ESPN provides for
the English Premier League (EPL).
Here we focus on two such external knowledge sources that are
widely available and provide vastly different levels of details to
the match. They are the match reports and real-time game logs
on the web. An example of match report (partial) is given in
Figure 4. By performing linguistic analysis on the match report,
we expect to extract information on: (a) goals with timing and
scorers’ names; (b) important saves; and (c) important
yellow/red card events and substitutions that are considered by
the newspaper reporters to be critical to the course of the match.
Such knowledge may be used to help AV analysis in detecting
major events more accurately and in assigning higher
importance to events mentioned in the reports.
Chelsea's dominance started as early as the fourth minute when Damien
Duff's rasping daisy cutter was well held by Given.
But the breakthrough came in the 25th minute from an unlikely source.
Wayne Bridge's left wing cross was missed by a host of players and the ball
fell to full-back Glen Johnson who took his time before blasting high past
Given.
Fourteen minutes later the Blues doubled their lead as another attack wide on
the left saw Duff whip in a cross from which Hernan Crespo tucked the ball
home from six yards.
Then came the sending off - Andy O'Brien raced to catch Adrian Mutu, tugged
the Romanian's shirt, just outside the box and Mutu tumbled inside the area.
Referee Paul Durkin adjudged that O'Brien prevented a clear scoring chance

Figure 4: Example of Match Report
(Source - http://www.chelseafc.com/ )

Figure 5: Example of game log
(Source - http://www.soccernet.com/)
An example of game log (partial) is given in Figure 5. The
information resolution of game log is action. Each entry of game

log corresponds to an action, giving information on the time,
player, action type, and outcome of the action. The whole game
log provides a complete description of the flow of actions. It is
safe to postulate that we can build all types of events with
boundaries by merging appropriate entries.
With the fusion of AV features and external knowledge, the
details of events that can be extracted are: <event start time,
event end time, event type 1, event type 2, names of players
involved>. The dual event type is to cater to events that have
more than one event type such as the goal scored by penalty,
corner kick or free kick.

3. Proposed Approach
3.1 Overall Framework
From the semantics point of view, the framework comprises
four layers, namely: the feature layer, event layer, semantic unit
layer, and user layer, as shown in Figure 6.
The lowest layer is the feature layer, which models the internal
audio-visual features. It does not contain much semantic
meaning.
Next is the event layer, which models the events with
boundaries. Most events are detectable by analyzing internal
AV features only. However, the full set of events requires
supplementary analysis of external knowledge.
Above the event layer is the semantic unit layer that models
semantic units in the granularity of actions. Each unit
corresponds to a particular action in an event, and is modeled by
the 3-D space of: event ID, action type and player who
performed the action. For ranking purposes, each semantic unit
has an importance value, which is a function of the three
identifying variables in the 3-D space. The function reflects the
user’s interest in different events, action types or players. The
importance value could be the default ones to suit general users’
interests, or specific to a user based on a user profile that bias
towards certain event types, action types or players. The use of
semantic units permits great flexibility in forming semantic
entities and in supporting diverse user profiles.
Finally at the User Layer, we support question-answering on a
wide range of semantic entities and user profiles. A semantic
entity is the subject of the question, e.g. the contribution of
Bergkamp (the player). Each semantic entity is modeled by a set
of semantic units. Note that the constituent semantic units may
describe different events, action types or players. For example,
the contribution of Bergkamp comprises all semantic units
involving him, which may span multiple events and multiple
action types. A question may involve multiple semantic entities,
for example, the question “who makes the greatest contribution”
involves the contribution of every player. For each question, the
system identifies all semantic entities involved, calculates the
importance value of each of them, ranks them (if necessary),
and returns the suitable ones as the answer. It should be noted
that the personalized summarization of the whole match is
actually just a particular query in the system.

ٛ “Show me all the goals.”
ٛ “Show me all the shots-on-target within 3 minutes.”ٛ
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Figure 6: The framework
From the systems point of view, the framework consists of two
major modules: video processor, which analyzes internal AV
features, and text processor, which extracts events from external
knowledge. The system exhibits different detection capabilities
when utilizing different amount and type of external knowledge.
• With the use of internal AV features only, the system can
detect major goal-related events and their boundaries.
• With combinatory use of internal AV features and external
knowledge derived from match reports, the system can detect
major goal-related events and their boundaries, plus important
red/yellow card events and player substitutions, as mentioned
in the reports. The reports also provide clues for assigning
importance to events, especially among the same type.
• With the combinatory use of internal AV features and
external knowledge derived from game log, the system can
detect the full range of events and their boundaries. The
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Figure 7: Event detection hierarchy

system also supports queries based on semantic units.

3.2 Video Processor
The video processor aims to generate a list of entries, each
representing an event in terms of <event start time, event end
time, event type>. By analyzing only the AV contents, it
provides the lowest level of capabilities in the framework when
no external knowledge is available. Limited by the
characteristics of AV features and the capabilities of techniques
to process them, the video processor only aims to detect goalrelated events that have distinct patterns in AV feature space.
The target events are: goal, attempt-on-goal (collective term for
save and shot-off-target), penalty goal, penalty miss, free kick,
and corner kick.
As depicted in Figure 7, the video processor adopts a two-step
event detection strategy by performing: (a) global structural
analysis using probabilistic methods; and (b) local event
detection/classification in a deterministic way. Deterministic
methods are more desirable than probabilistic methods in local
setting when the variation of patterns is small and when training
samples are insufficient. On the other hand, probabilistic
methods are more robust globally. It is therefore a good
compromise in adopting the two-step strategy.

3.2.1 AV Features to be used
Guided by the analysis of the characteristics of each event type,
features that have the best distinguishing power are identified in
each detection task. For example, to detect break events in the
match, we need view type as feature to differentiate different
views such as replay, audience, medium shot, and close-up. In
order to distinguish attacks from plain plays, we need features

four structure elements at the top layer q1j (j=1..4) are designed
to correspond to the phases of: break, draw, left attack, and
right attack; while each phase has three states q0j,k (j=1..4,
k=1..3) representing variations that may occur within the phase,
plus an exit state e0j, through which the corresponding phase
transits to another. The states at the bottom layer produce
symbols that are observed as the sequence of feature vectors.
Note that we split the attacks into left and right attacks to
facilitate better subsequent event detection steps and
understanding of the progress of the match.

like field zone and camera motion direction. To further
distinguish back passes and trivial attacks from true attacks, we
also need to know the motion activity. Also, we distinguish
attempt-on-goals from among all true attacks by looking for
audio feature that signifies high excitement level in
commentator’s speech. Finally, to differentiate free kicks from
corner kicks, we need to know the cumulative camera motion
distance and density of field lines.
The above (partial) analysis suggests that different features
should be used for different stages of classification/detection
tasks. Table 1 summarizes the features used. The list of features
cover most AV features used in most recent reported systems,
including a number of mid-level features used in [3].

Each individual HMM at the bottom layer is trained with the
segmented samples of break, draw, left attack, and right attack
using the EM algorithm [24] to obtain the parameters
A 0 ( k , k = 1, 2 ,3) between states. The across-layer and top

We employ established algorithms to automatically extract the
following features: audience view [12], replay view [6], view
focal distance [2], field zone [11], camera motion direction [22],
excitement level in commentator’s speech [12], videotext [7],
and motion activity [17]. We compute cumulative camera
motion distance by calculating the sum of the motion distance in
the camera motion direction in each P frame over the whole
camera motion sequence; and density of field lines as the ratio
of the number of field line pixels over the grass area in a frame
before the kick.

k1 , k 2

1

2

~

layer transition parameters A j , k ( j = 1, 2 , 3 , 4 ; k = 1, 2 , 3 ) and
A k1 , k ( k 1 , k 2 = 1, 2 ,3 ) are trained using the labeled sequence of
1

2

phases, such as break – plain play – left attack – plain play –
right attack – break… Converged HHMM generates a state in
terms of q0j,k for each unit of test video, and units which are
mapped to the same phase are joined.
Figure 7 shows that after attacks are identified, a hierarchy of
event detection steps is carried out. Table 2 gives the purpose,
input, outcome, features, and algorithm of each event detection
step. These steps are self-explanatory and will not be elaborated
here due to limited space.

3.2.2 The Event Detection Steps

We use a two-layer hierarchical HMM to segment and classify
the phases of the match simultaneously [20]. The features used
in this step are replay view, audience view, view focal distance,
field zone and camera motion direction. As shown in Figure 8,
Table 1 Features used in video processing
Feature item

Values

(1) Replay View

True, false

(2) Audience View

True, false

(3)View focal length

Long shot, medium shot, and close-up

(4) Field zone

Middle field, left front field, right front field

(5) Camera motion direction

None, left pan, right pan, zoom-in, zoom-out

(6)Excitement level in
commentator’s speech

High, low

(7) Videotext

The text appearing on videotext

(8) Unit duration (the unit is definLong, short
below)
(9) Motion activity

High, low

(10) Cumulative camera motion Numeric value
distance
(11) Density of field lines

Numeric value

Table 2 Steps after phase segmentation
Step

Purpose

Input

Outcome

Algorithm

Features

(a)

To screen false attacks

All attacks generated by
phase segmentation

Classified true attacks and
false attacks (back passes,
trivial attacks, etc)

HMM classification

(b)

To detect goal

All attacks generated by
structure analysis

Goals

Heuristics: No attack structure is between (i) Presence of goal videotext
this attack structure and subsequent
presence of goal videotext.

(c)

To find placed kicks
Segments of true attacks
Placed kicks
(penalty, or corner kick, or preceded by a medium shot
free kick)

HMM classification

(i) Presence of medium shot,
(ii) Unit duration,
(iii) Motion activity,
(iv) Presence of camera panning

(d)

To detect attempt-on-goal
(save or shot-off-target)

Heuristics: Excitement level = high
& followed by close-up

(i) Excitement level,
(ii)Presence of subsequent close-up

All true attacks

Attempt-on-goals

(i) Unit duration,
(ii) Motion activity

(e)

To differentiate penalty,
corner kick and free kick

All placed kicks
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Figure 8: Hierarchical HMM for phase segmentation

3.3 Text Processor
The aim of text processor is to generate a list of entries, each
representing an event in terms of: <Event start time, event end
time, event type 1, event type 2, names of players involved>. In
cases when the boundaries are not available, event time is used.
For example, a goal scored by a penalty may be described as
<70:00, 72:00, goal, penalty, Koumas>, and an offside may be
described as <40:50, offside, Desailly>.
Although there are many sources of external knowledge as
discussed in Section 2.2, this paper considers only the use of
match reports and game logs to demonstrate how vastly
different types of descriptions are supported by the text
processor.

3.3.1 Processing of Match Reports
Match reports from the news sources tend to be short,
descriptive in free text form, and cover only important events of
interests to general readers. Thus the list of detected events is
most probably incomplete, with missing attributes. This is either
because accurate extraction is hard for free text, like player
identification, or the information is not there at all, like the
boundary information. An entry of event with partial
information is acceptable, provided both time and event type are
known.
When extracting event entries from match reports, keywords or
synonyms of certain event types play a vital role. They signal
where the event may occur, and what the event type is.
Babaguchi et al. [19] described how indicative keywords found
in closed caption text helped to detect the actual occurrence of
certain events in American football. Because exact event type is
required, we adopt rule-based information extraction techniques
to locate the event and identify its type. This is done in four
steps as follows:

(i) Cumulative camera motion
distance
(ii) Density of field lines

1. We compile list of player names, synonyms of all event types
and synonyms of all outcomes.
2. We detect terms denoting times which we call time entities.
3. For each time entity found, we analyze a window of terms
centered around the time entity. If we detect a synonym of a
certain event type within the term window, we consider an
occurrence of event type has been found. An player’s name
found within the term window is considered as the
performing player;
4. In case of ambiguity in detecting event type for certain
events, such as the save and shot-off-target events, we
develop additional rules to differentiate such events.
Sometimes, it may be ambiguous regarding the event type or
player. This is usually caused by the appearance of multiple
event types or players within the term window. In this case, a
conflict resolution scheme is invoked, for example, to identify
the closest event type or select the player in the attacking team
as the correct one. Alternatively, the ambiguity in event type
can be kept till video processor makes the decision.

3.3.2 Processing of Game Log
Game log (see Figure 5) provides a complete description of the
flow of actions, with each action being represented as:
Action :=<time, player’s name, action, outcome of the
action>
It is thus reasonable to build events by merging appropriate
actions. To extract individual events, there are two problems
that need to be addressed: (a) where is the occurrence of the
event type of interest; and (b) which surrounding actions should
be included in the extracted event? As each action has an
outcome, the action that has the event name as its outcome is
likely to be the one where the event happens. Thus looking for
terms corresponding to event type in the field of action outcome
is accurate in locating events. This solves the first problem. The
second problem is essentially a text segmentation task as we are
looking for a segment of actions that is about the same event.
Existing text segmentation systems [16], [19] are mainly
statistical-based, designed to identify large body of coherent text
as event unit. However, being a field-delimited text, game log
contains too few words in each action unit to exhibit statistical
patterns. This is also true for closed caption text for sports
matches, which have a small number of words and incomplete
grammar structures.
The basic method we use to detect and segment events from
game log is by utilizing the event model. An event model
describes how actions transit from one to another until it reaches
the concluding action – usually with outcome of the event type.
The words of event type signify the end of the action chain, and
the system traces the chain backward until it reaches the first
action in the event model, or when a break is found. The list of
actions traversed is then merged into an event. In case a long
action chain is found, an upper limit of traversal length is
imposed, which is found by empirical studies of soccer matches.
The problem with events derived from game log is that the event
boundaries are usually approximate, partly because of
misalignment in timing during the logging of actions by human
operators.

3.4 Fusion of Video and Text Events
The output of video processor is a list of events, which we call
video events, with boundaries in terms of video frames. The
output of text processor is another list of events which we call
text events. Video processor is accurate in the classification and
segmentation of break, plain play or attack phases of the match.
This provides the basis to align each pair of corresponding video
and text events at the global game level. The text events
extracted from match reports are accurate, though incomplete.
They include the goal, penalty goal/miss, save, free/corner kick,
red/yellow card, and substitution. Most such events only have
the (approximate) time that the event occurs but not the
boundaries. The events extracted from game log are assumed to
be accurate and complete. However, the game log events do not
have accurate boundaries.
An event binder is designed to merge video events with text
events derived from match reports and/or game log. The
merging process uses the phases of break - plain play - attach
derived from the video processor as the guide, and is carried out
as follows:
a) As depicted in Figure 1, certain events only occur in certain
phases. Thus if a text event found falls into a wrong phase,
such as a save falls into a plain play phase, it alerts the event
binder to perform re-alignment. The problem is usually
caused by large and varying time lag in the game log records
entered by human operators.
b) When a text event is found in the correct phase but does not
have complete boundary information such as what happens in
most match report events, the binder finds the closest video
event of the right type, if any, and uses that to fix the
boundaries. However, if no video event can be found, the
video processor will be invoked to look for such event in the
temporal range suggested by the text event.
c) For text events derived from game log that have only
approximate boundaries, the binder finds the corresponding
video events and aligns the two segments of events at a
common reference points. The binder essentially crops the
video event to text event boundary, and rounds the boundaries
to the nearest video unit boundaries. This is because while
text event boundary may be semantically correct, they may be
slightly off because of time alignment errors. On the other
hand, video event boundaries are more appropriate for
viewing purpose.
d) Some text events may be missed by video processor. This is
often caused by ambiguous results of classifiers, such as free
kick vs. corner kick and attempt-on-goal vs. ordinary true
attack etc. The event binder then invokes the video processor
to perform re-analysis within the temporal range suggested by
the text event. The temporal range for the re-analysis is set to
[-1 minute, +1 minute] around the reported time in the case of
match report events, and [starting boundary - 30 seconds,
ending boundary + 30 seconds] in the case of game log
events. If an event of the desired type is found, then the event
is recovered. If the desired event type has no distinct AV
characteristics and cannot be detected by the video processor,
such as the substitution event, then the whole segment of the
relevant phase, such as the whole break phase, will be
assigned to the event type. In this way, the more accurate text

events are used to help disambiguate the results of AV
classifiers to detect events beyond their capabilities.
e) After time alignment and re-analysis of AV contents by the
video processor, if a video event is found that is not part of
the game log text events, it is discarded. If, however, a video
event is found but is not part of the match report event, it is
kept.

4. Testing and Results
We used two EPL matches as training data: Southampton vs.
Charlton (December 7, 2003), and Manchester United vs.
Manchester City (December 13, 2003); and three EPL matches
as testing data: Chelsea vs. Newcastle United (November 9,
2003), Manchester United vs. Arsenal (September 21, 03),
Wolves vs. Chelsea (September 20, 03). Each match is about 95
minutes in duration. For each test match, we downloaded 5-7
match
reports
from
bbc.co.uk,
skyports.com,
and
www.premierleague.com. The game log is downloaded from
www.soccernet.com. Table 3 summarizes the statistics of the
training and testing data.
Table 3 Basic information of experiment data
Training data
Number of matches

Testing data

2

3

190 minutes

265 minutes

Number of goals

9

10

Number of attempt-on-goals

37

46

Number of penalty goals

0

1

Total duration

Number of penalty misses

0

0

Number of corner kicks

10

13

Number of free kicks

7

11

Number of offsides

10

24

Number of substitutions

4

10

Number of yellow cards

2

8

Number of red cards

0

1

We apply heuristics to manually determine the ground truth on
boundaries of events. For goal, save and shot-off-target events,
the boundaries start from the frame when the view enters the
front field, and end with the hard cut before the celebration or
replay scenes. For penalty, free kick and corner kick events, the
boundaries are defined to be the start of the camera motion
sequence immediately after the medium shot, and end with the
hard cut (like the goal) or the frame when the view leaves the
front field (like a futile attack). For red/yellow card and
substitution events, the boundaries are defined to be the start and
end of the scene which depicts a card being signaled, or the
substitution going on.
We perform tests based on three event detection configurations:
• Configuration (a): use only internal AV features.
• Configuration (b): fusion of internal AV features and match
reports.
• Configuration (c): fusion of internal AV features with game
log.
Each configuration has different capabilities of detecting the full
range of events. Configuration (a) does not support the detection
of offside, substitution, yellow-card, and red-card events. The

save and shot-off-target events are measured collectively for
configurations (a) and (b) as they do not support differentiation
of save and shot-off-target.

match reports. The match report, however, improves the quality
of the results in terms of being able to detect all major events
precisely, such as goal and yellow/red card.

The accuracy of event detection is measured based on the
correctness of event types as well as the boundaries. The
boundary is considered to be correct if the start and end of the
boundary is within 2 seconds (or 50 frames) of the ground truth.
The results of the tests are presented in Table 4.

Based on the events detected and semantic units, the system
supports versatile question-answering. Table 5 gives some
example questions that require different semantics and with time
constraints. Such questions can be answered by our system.
Details of our question-answering evaluations are beyond the
scope of this paper. Figure 9 shows the system interface.

From the Table, we can draw the following observations:
• The precision and recall of the attempt-on-goal (saves and
shot-off-targets) for configurations (a) and (b) are poor. This
is because the algorithm we used to detect excitement
portions in commentator’s speech using short time energy is
naïve and ineffective. If we were to adopt more features and
using the more sophisticated algorithms [3], we expect to
have significant improvement In the results. Also, for
configuration (a), not all goal events are detected because the
supporting videotext detection is not very robust; as some
videotexts for goal are mixed up with those of other types,
such as the substitution.
• The precision and recall of some event types for configuration
(c) are not 100%, although game log is supposed to be
accurate and complete in recording all actions. This is
because: (a) some records are missed from the original game
log; and (b) there are large and varying off-sets in timings of
certain recorded actions from the actual times.
• Overall, Configuration (c) performs the best with over 90%
accuracy in both recall and precision for all event types.
Configuration (b) has slightly better performance than
Configuration (a). In addition, through the use of match
reports, Configuration (b) is able to detect some yellow/red
card and substitution events, and achieves 100% accuracy in
detecting goal events.
• We note that Configurations (a) and (b) could achieve over
83% in boundary correctness based on the sub-set of events
tested. On the other hand, Configuration (c) could achieve
only 76% in event boundary detection among all the correctly
detected events of appropriate types. One reason for this is
that the event boundary ground truth for those additional
events (substitution, yellow/red card) included in
Configuration (c) are quite subjective and not precise.
The experimental results confirm our conjecture that with
detailed external knowledge (game log), we could improve the
accuracy of event detection. Further, it also has added advantage
of being able to handle the full range of events. On the other
hand, partial external knowledge from match reports does not
improve the precision or recall of the overall results
significantly. This is because only very few events that are
missed by the video processor can be accurately extracted from

Table 4 Results of event detection and boundary
identification
(a)

Goal
Save

(b)

Recall

Precisio
n

7/10

7/10

24/46

24/47

(c)

Recall

Precisi
on

Recall

Precisio
n

10/10

10/10

10/10

10/10

25/46

25/48

Shot-off-target

19/21

19/20

23/25

23/25

Penalty goal

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

Penalty Miss

-

-

-

-

-

-

Corner kick

8/13

8/11

9/13

9/12

12/13

12/13

Free kick

7/11

7/12

7/11

7/12

10/11

10/11

Offside

0/24

-

0/24

-

22/24

22/22

Substitution

0/10

-

8/10

8/8

9/10

9/10

Yellow card

0/8

-

5/8

5/5

7/8

7/7

Red card

0/1

-

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

Boundary
correctness

82.4%

83.3%

Table 5 Example questions
“Show me all the goals.”
“Show me all the saves with assists.”
“Show me all the shot-off-targets by Mutu.”
“Show me all assists.”
“Show me all actions Mutu performs.”
“Show me all assists by Mutu.”
“Show me all assists by Mutu in shot-off-targets.”
“Show me Mutu’s best 5 actions.”
“Show me all the shot-off-targets within 120 seconds.”

76.5%
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Figure 9 System interface

5. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presented a scalable framework that fuses internal
AV features and multiple external knowledge sources to detect
events and identify their boundaries in broadcast team sports
video. Tests of three full length matches in EPL soccer
demonstrate that with the use of external knowledge sources, the
framework improves its event detection accuracy and quality. In
addition, it also supports question answering based on semantic
units.
This research is only beginning. We will carry further research
in the following directions. First, we will refine the techniques
for the fusion of events from AV and external knowledge
sources. Second, we will investigate better techniques to assign
importance to events based on different aspects of the match.
Third, we will extend the framework to other broadcast team
sports.
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